
Envelope Folding
and letter to Alert

SUPPLIES

•Printable
•Glue (not included)
•Scissors
•Stamp
•Letter

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather all of your supplies. 

2. Cut along the black dotted lines. 

3. Fold along dark pink lines. 

4. There was an error in our envelope 
printing. Please fold 2 to 3 cm above the blue 
dotted line, as shown in the picture below. 



5. Fold along the green dotten line. 

6.Fold on the two black dotted lines. . 

7. Fold along the light blue dotted line. 

8. In the corner where the pink and light blue 
lights meet, cut along the blue and pink lines, 
cutting out a small triangle from each side. 

9. Glue under the two tabs that had the black 
dotted lines and press them flat. 



8. Glue on top of the two tabs with black 
dotted lines. Fold and glue as shown below 
to create your envelope pocket. 

9. Fold your letter into thirds and place it into 
the envelope.

10. Glue the edge of the top tab and fold it 
down. 

11. Cut out any of the wax seals you like. 



12. Glue the seal onto envelope. 

13. Write the address on the envelope. To 
send it to an armed forces member, write this 
address:
Any Canadian Armed Forces Member
CFS Alert
P.O. Box 5210 Stn Forces
Belleville, ON K8W 5W6

Since Canada Post does not deliver to Alert, 
your letter will be sent to a base in Ontario. 
From there it will be transported with other 
supplies up to Alert by plane. 

Here are a couple of rules to keep in mind 
when writing to our armed forces: 

•Be positive. This letter is meant to be 
encouraging and uplifting.
• Be thankful. Be sure to communicate your 
appreciation for the soliders’ sacrifices and 
dedication to us and our country. 
• Be respectful. These men and women have 
earned it!
• Be kind. Remember most of us have never 
and will probably never have to endure 
the difficulties that these soliders have 
experienced.
• Be encouraging. 
• DO NOT include your email or mailing 
address
• DO NOT use your last name in your letter. 


